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Adam Stewart, surgeon at Braemar Hospital, has been appointed
National Clinical Director of Breastscreen Aotearoa. It’s a role he
relishes because of his career-long interest in breast cancer.
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Late last year, Braemar surgeon Adam Stewart
booked himself in for a mammogram in
Hamilton. The procedure is normally part of a
screening service for women aged between 45
and 69. As a 40-something white Aussie male,
his booking may have raised some eyebrows.
But he wasn’t daunted. He had just been
appointed by Director General of Health Dr
Ashley Bloomfield as National Clinical Director
of Breastscreen Aotearoa, charged with
encouraging women in New Zealand to have
regular breast checks so he needed to find out
what a mammogram felt like. “I didn’t feel I
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his aim is to maintain and improve those
standards and to encourage more women to
enter the programme.

As a surgeon, he understands the trauma
women face when diagnosed with breast
cancer. “Most women are terrified. Many
assume the word cancer means death. In fact,
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being detected in women in their 70s. A well

In his 10 years in New Zealand Adam has
carried out more than 800 breast cancer
surgeries. He knows better than most the
benefits of early detection. “A mammogram can
pick up a breast cancer as small as a grain of
rice. The smaller the cancer, the less chance of
needing advanced treatments.” But he is aware
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woman aged 69, who has survived all other life
events, is likely to live for at least another 17
years. The cost of a mammogram is just $160
and it will save lives and often save breasts
too.” GPs, he says, have a key role in educating
about the benefits of screening. “Women who
are in the programme do very well.”
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And he wants to encourage women over 70 to
continue to have tests. “While the free
screening ends at 69, some types of breast
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